We are a local software company that writes and sells software for the cabinet making and woodworking industry. 
Here is a link to our website: [http://www.mozaiksoftware.com/](http://www.mozaiksoftware.com/)

The ad on our site says:

*Mozaik™ Software is looking to add a Customer Support Specialist to our Technical Services Team here in Tuscaloosa. Responsibilities include online training of existing customers, problem solving, and software testing / quality control.*

*Qualified candidates must have excellent communication skills as well as a working knowledge of the cabinet and casework industry. Experience using Mozaik™ Software products is a plus. Experience operating flat table CNC Routers is also a plus.*

**HOWEVER -**

We would be willing to train the right person, start them at an entry level position and work to teach them industry and skills needed. 
The ideal person would have great communication skills, enjoy working with people and problem solving. 
The job is ideally 40 hours - but we would work around school schedules for the right person. 
We would really like this to turn into a permanent or long term position in our company.